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We derive a general scheme to construct conserving slave boson approximations for the single{impurity

Anderson model beyond the noncrossing approximation (NCA). The pseudofermion and slave boson spectral

functions are computed in a conserving T{matrix approximation which includes the maximum number of

impurity spin ips in each order of the hybridization. In a perturbative evaluation, the singlet channel of

the conduction electron{pseudofermion T{matrix has a pole which is renormalized by selfconsistency. As a

result, the exponents of the infra{red powerlaw behavior of the pseudoparticle spectral functions are modi�ed

w.r.t. NCA and depend on the impurity occupation number. We present results for the exponents in the

Kondo regime which are consistent with exact values given by the x{ray emission and absorption exponents.

The Anderson model of an electron in a local im-

purity orbital hybridizing with a band of conduction

electrons c may be regarded as the simplest model

that incorporates the complications arising from the

strong onsite Coulomb repulsion U which lies at the

heart of strongly correlated lattice fermion models

like the Hubbard, the t� J and the periodic Ander-

son models. These are expected to describe heavy

fermion systems and possibly high Tc superconduc-

tors. Thus, the single{impurityAnderson model may

serve as a test ground for theoretical techniques for

strongly correlated electron systems.

The strong repulsion U e�ectively limits the dy-

namics of the electrons to the part of the Hilbert

space with no double occupancy of the impurity

level. This may be implemented exactly [1] by sep-

arating the impurity electron operator d� into two

auxiliary �elds f� , b which carry spin � and the

local charge, respectively, d+� = f+� b, and which

are subject to the local operator constraint Q̂ =P
� f

+
� f� + b+b = 1. The projection onto the Q̂ = 1

Hilbert subspace produces an orthogonality catastro-

phe [2] which leads to a threshold behavior and to

infrared powerlaw divergences of the auxiliary par-

ticle spectral densities with exponents �f and �b,

respectively. Special interest in the auxiliary parti-

cle dynamics has been inspired by the recent discov-

ery [3] that in the Kondo limit of the multi{channel

Anderson models, which exhibit overcomplete spin
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Figure 1: In�nite series of free energy diagrams gen-

erating the STMA. Solid, dashed and wiggly lines

correspond to the local conduction electron, the

pseudofermion and the slave boson propagators, re-

spectively.

screening and a non{Fermi liquid ground state, the

low-frequency singular behavior of the f and b prop-

agators is correctly described by a mean �eld theory.

This may be interpreted as a separation of the spin

and charge degrees of freedom. On the other hand,

for the single{channel spin 1=2 Anderson impurity

model (spin degeneracy N = 2), the pseudofermion

and the slave boson degrees of freedom f , b must re{

combine at temperatures T below the Kondo scale

TK in order to form the Fermi liquid ground state
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Figure 2: Auxiliary particle exponents �f , �b in the

Kondo regime as a function of nf . Data points with

error bars represent the STMA results, consistent

with the x{ray emission and absorption exponents

(solid lines), respectively. Dashed lines: NCA results.

known [4] to be characteristic of this model. It is

the reconstruction of the physical electron propaga-

tor Gd�(!) from the auxiliary particle propagators

Gf�(!) and Gb(!), which is di�cult to achieve such

that the Fermi liquid relations are satis�ed [5]. The

leading order selfconsistent approximation in 1=N or

in the hybridization V , the NCA, although quali-

tatively correct at higher T , produces spurious sin-

gularities in the Fermi liquid regime [1]. A gen-

eral scheme of constructing controlled slave boson

approximations is implied by the requirement that,

in addition to the exact projection onto the Q̂ = 1

subspace, the two U(1) gauge symmetries of the An-

derson Hamiltonian associated with the conservation

of the local pseudoparticle number, nf +nb = 1, and

of the total fermion number, nc�+nf� = const, must

be preserved. Hence, the selfenergies of the pseudo-

fermions, the slave bosons and the local conduction

electrons are derived from one generating functional

�: �f� = ��
�Gf�

; �b =
��
�Gb

; �c� = ��
�Gc0�

. Since

the projected d electron propagator is given exactly

by Gd�(!) = �c�(!)=V
2, this also provides a pre-

scription of how to calculate Gd� in consistence with

the auxiliary propagators.

Motivated by the fact that the Fermi liquid �xed

point arises due to the formation of the Kondo singlet

state, we evaluate the conserving approximation gen-

erated by the � functional shown in Fig. 1, which

consists of the in�nite series of skeleton diagrams

that include the maximum number of fermion spin

ips at any given order in the boson propagator

Gb. Note that the �rst diagram corresponds to the

NCA. The �rst three diagrams include all correc-

tions up to O(1=N2). They correspond to an exten-

sion of the NCA which constitutes a signi�cant im-

provement [6], but still does not correctly describe

the dynamics at energies well below TK . The in�-

nite summation (Fig. 1) de�nes a selfconsistent T-

matrix approximation (STMA) which involves the

conduction electron{pseudofermion T{matrix Tfc in

the selfenergies. Solving the linear Bethe{Salpeter

equation for Tfc in perturbation theory, i.e. taking

the NCA for the single auxiliary propagators, we

�nd for T < TK a pole in the singlet channel of Tfc
as a function of the f � c center{of{mass frequency


 at 
 roughly equal to �TK [7]. The threshold

behavior of all auxiliary particle functions implies

that at T = 0 the pole must necessarily lie on the

real axis. It indicates that an in�nite summation

of terms to all orders of 1=N is inevitable in order

to capture this singularity, which may presumably

be identi�ed with the onset of the formation of the

Kondo singlet state. We now turn to the full evalu-

ation of the STMA. The exact property of all pseu-

doparticle spectral functions being 0 for negative fre-

quencies at T = 0 implies that the perturbative pole

is shifted to 
 = 0 by selfconsistency, so that the

two{particle f � c bound state merges with the in-

coherent spectral weight present at 
 � 0. As a re-

sult, the auxiliary particle threshold exponents �f ,

�b are renormalized as compared to the NCA. They

depend on the impurity occupation number nf and

are in good quantitative agreement with the result

of an NRG calculation [8] that they coincide with

the emission and absorption exponents of the x-ray

problem (Fig. 2).
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